Seaside is an open space as a public gathering place various kinds of activities whose existence was known by the City Community open space public seaside city tanjungpinang, because this is not only a place of gathering of all people from all over the city, where people meet people from various sorts of places in the area to do the activities they want in the open space while enjoying the ambiance as well as a lounge and night sights
1.2.Problems Formulation
1. activities that take place at a location has not yet been handled so that activities that are not yet running optimally. 2. Any other functions outside the main function in a specific facility amenities which causes crowdetness and inconvenience the situation. 3. Lay out of Public space Lay out has not been arranged so that it has not yet been optimal utilization of open spaces. 
Research Items
Here are the research items as the observation objects : 1. Food and drink is activity where visitors come to enjoy dish provided , this activity is not too demanding object scenery special , but more on atmosphere . Location for the should away from noise and dust resulting from vehicle speed on the road , so healthy environment and food relatively awake . The attraction or object scenery can be added value and increase the quality of the culinary. 4.2.1.3. Fishing
Here in the context of fishing activity a hobby of most of the city people tanjungpinang flood-prone fishing is majority , nor those who are familiar with the sea ; his routine mancing is one form of cultural activities of the city . With fishing they can also enjoy the view from the beautiful about an open space. 4.2.1.4. Sport
Type sporting event that could be doing at the open space is sports which could not membutuhan shape and size and certain specific terms , but sports was sporting that could be doing adjusting to circumstances karateristik open space itself. 4.2.1.5. Selling Place That becomes main consideration of its placement these activities in the top is a location away from circulation vehicle but relatively close to crowd or be at provide pedestrian as one entity kemenerusan existing activities in the open space. 4.2.1.6. Sit and relax For the location of relaxed location can be done in all locations, however, to further improve the quality of the activity can choose a place in doing% u2013 a place that has a view towards certain objects that are owned. The open space is also bordered by a complex of buildings on the location of the City Park Haji Fisabilillah wall% u2013, so building wall also becomes a part of the creation of the open space specifically as barrier.
 Break Water
In addition to the stone wall building, sloping and open space is also in the limit by break water that separates between the land that became the location of the open space by the sea.
b. Floor / Base
Floor the open space in a form in a certain form by doing pavement , using materials certain to get function element maximal or only done closure by using vegetation as element that can give the impression of soft and natural.
Attribute a. Circulation
In this open space, the circulation of which there is only the open space allows visitors coming from the direction of Haji Agus Salim Street and Hang Tuah (above) as well as the road Cut Nyak Dien are fused into the path of Hang Tuah (bottom), causing a buildup of point. As well as a pedestrian path pattern formed by the offender in area activities. b. Building and mass According to Hamid Shirvani (1985) which need to be noticed in the design guide lines of which is the configuration of the building, including the high scale and expressing also the function it is to maintain harmonization between the buildings in the area that formed.
On In open space of Tanjungpinan seaside, the street furniture are : 1. Main Lighting and Road Lighting
As for the lights of the Park has not seen at this location, because the lights are in use as lighting in the Park at night using lamp spot light on certain points that serve as a parking area lighting.
Park Bench
Park bench as part of the elements of an open space should give a strong support for those who beraktivitas , especially those who come to the location to rest and saw the sights of existing.
Rubbish bin
For in terms of the number of bins is still very lacking, and not spread evenly across the entire site, so visitors and vendors throw litter, due to trash requires a relative distance away.
Table and chairs of dining
Desks Dining chairs is a facility for those who enjoy open space while eating drinking at the location of open space, proper placement in the area allocated to consideration, as well as the placement of tables and chairs should also be aligned with the circulation of the internal area of the Group's activities as appropriate. 5. Cart Selling.
Carts selling is the main tool of the traders of food and drink, the location must be appropriate, do not interfere with the circulation, as well as close to location of eating and drinking in the plan in the area of the culinary group. 6. Signage
In this Waterfront open space there are many Billboard, Billboard or bookmarks (signage), however the location as well as its existence is still not right, so its existence is even disturbing sights.
CHAPTER V

Conclusion and Recommendation
Conclusion
Open space Public Tanjungpinang City Waterfront City Park is a container for a variety of activities for the people of the town in southern Malaysia, pengunjun consists of all circles of society of all ages. A place for locals to sit leisurely while you eat and drink, play, fishing, exercising up to find accessories Activities starting from 06.00 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the morning early hours.
Public open space a seaside Town in southern Malaysia can be access from the road, Jalan Hang Tuah Haji Agus Salim and Jalan Kartini. Building% u2013 buildings on site open space serves as a container for culinary activities, with a variety of children's games. Trees and vegetation mostly serves as a parapet (barrier) as well as peneduh, steering, air filters and noise as well as land covering. The lights are lights at location still dominated light lamp spot light and the light street lighting lamps who also serves as information activities. Lawn chairs and trash cans spread unevenly across each section location.
Activities conducted in the open space Public Waterfront lot on doing on space% u2013 are available, but not made specifically according to the character of their respective activities. The circulation formed yet form a pattern of movement that connects every activity.
Recommendation
Activity
 Activity in open space a seaside Town in southern Malaysia must preserve.  Necessary addition of time of activity, especially in the day holidays  Determines the location of the Group's activities can be done by considering the characters character and needs of the possessed by each activity. 
